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the real-time fireflies as they happen can help you
discover the things that matter most right now.
explore new cities, see what others are watching
right now, and connect with people from every
corner of the globe at once. when you want to know
what’s going on, just ask and find out. the idea
behind google now is simple. information is at your
fingertips, so you don't have to search again for
something you know is there. you can ask google
now to provide directions, look up sports scores, see
the price of gas around you, get health tips, and
search for movies and shows playing near you. on
the web, google now shows relevant web pages and
web apps right in the search results. so, if you're
looking for a movie to watch, nearby restaurants
and movies will pop up in google search. you can
also use google now to make it easier to find the
things that are important to you—like your calendar
and your contacts, and things that you look up
often, like maps, movie times, and your flight
itinerary. web surfing on the apple tv wasn't a
dream, either. it was surprisingly well-integrated
with the apple.com home page; searching for a
specific movie or tv show launched apple's movie
finder in itunes, and the apple tv homepage shows
an optimized page for the movie or show. seeking
out a particular movie on the apple tv was a snap:
just select a show or movie from the movies or tv
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shows list and, if you have an apple tv in your room,
select av family from the list to find it, or if you have
one of the new models, select amazon video-only
from the list. behind the scenes, the apple tv may
be a souped-up television, but it's smarter than
many tvs. the av family option in the apple tv is
limited to the apple tv's hard drive — it won't
recognize hard drives or other media sources like a
pc or mac — and the search feature takes
advantage of a 250-song home library. for my setup,
that was ample and this isn't to say apple didn't
place valuable bloatware on the apple tv, as some
models now do.
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